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What does having a mentor mean to you? Are you hoping a mentor will:!!
Ease the pain of uncertainty? Help you find your way?!
Make the world feel a bit smaller? Easier to face?!
Become a cheerleader in your corner? !
Offer you expertise in a given field?!
Be a sounding board for your ideas?!
Become your living, breathing "How To Make It in the Working World" guide?!
Or, perhaps,!
All of the above?!!
That last choice would’ve been my wish as an undergraduate at Saint Mary’s, because I 
needed all of those things- and then some!!!
In actuality, a mentor can satisfy most of the above characteristics, but no one mentor 
can be everything. (I know Saint Mary’s women are superwomen, but even we have our 
limitations!) That being said, you can better your chances of finding what you are 
looking for by choosing your mentor with an open mind and a detective’s mindset.!!
Here are my top 10 things you can look for when exploring the Career Crossings online 
community for potential mentors:!!

1. Search for your desired industry. Locate alumnae who are in the industry 
that you are interested in. You’ll be able to learn about what their typical day 
looks like, what their obstacles have been and what they’ve enjoyed (or 
disliked) most about their field. Bonus: once you’ve built a trust-worthy 
relationship with your mentor, demonstrating reliability and commitment, 
she may even be able to connect you with people in her industry.!!

2. Search also from a subject standpoint. Chances are, those alumnae who’ve 
majored in subjects that correspond to your areas of concentration will share at 
least some of your interests, even if they're not in a field you are considering. 



Remember, this is not just a networking opportunity, but rather a long-
term relationship. Shared interests never hurt.!!!

3. Notice common SMC activities. In a similar vein, you might look at what 
activities your potential mentor participated in while at SMC. Were they similar 
to yours? For example, I sang in The Women’s Choir all four of my 
undergraduate years. Sharing a love of music (or sports or art …) is a good 
launching point for a relationship.!!

4. Think about proximity: local or long distance? If you think you would be 
much more comfortable meeting face-to-face with your mentor for some of 
your meetings, consider those alumnae that are local or at least nearby. Or 
perhaps long-distance is optimal if the your potential mentor is in a city you’d 
like to move to. Either way, make sure you voice your preferences to your 
mentor from the beginning, but try to be open to the many forms of connecting.!!

5. Look for patterns in work values. Search for a pattern in the alumnae’s work 
history. Can you get a sense of what she values or the type of work she has 
focused on? Maybe that corresponds to the type of work you’d like to do as 
well as the values you’d like to incorporate into your career path.!!

6. Think about your desired results. When selecting someone to mentor you,      
think in terms of your outcome. If you are a committed "mentee," you’ll want 
someone who can encourage you to set career goals and direct you to the 
necessary resources. You also need someone who will give you honest 
feedback and be there for you as you venture into new territory. !!

7. ! Look for roles. If you are unclear about your field of interest -or have several !     
! to choose from- think in broader terms. What type of position does the person !         
! hold? What current role does she play within the company? Is she a ! !         
! connector? An analyst or marketing guru? Is she a manager or does she play !         
! more of a supporting, team-oriented role? !         !
8. ! Search by environment. Think of the potential working environment you are !     
! drawn to, then look for mentors based on what environment the alumna works !         
! for. Is it corporate in nature? Political? Governmental? Non-profit? Or perhaps !         
! the alumna works for an international NGO, in a university setting or a small !         
! start-up. !         !
9. ! Check out the business owners. If you are looking to start your ! !     

! own business in the future, you could seek out an entrepreneur. This alumna !              
! could share with you her personal journey, explaining the steps she took to !              
! becoming a successful business owner.!              !

10. ! Don't fret! Lastly, don't worry too much about choosing “the perfect match.” !   



! A strong, sustainable mentoring relationship is built from time and ! !         
! commitment on both ends. The rapport thrives when both parties give of !              
! themselves in a meaningful, generous way. Anyone, in any industry, ! !              
! environment or position can be an excellent mentor for you if you both take !              
! time to get to know one another. Mutual respect is the key ingredient to any !              
! effective, long lasting mentoring relationship.!              
!
!
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